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Make envelopes in minutes with this
award-winning scoring tool

Add the finishing touches to your card creations by packaging them in matching envelopes! This
board can transform any sheet of A4 or A3 paper into beautiful envelopes in over nine different
sizes to match all of your standard card sizes and mini envelopes for decoration.

Visit us on the web: www.crafterscompanion.co.uk

Making envelopes
Using the Enveloper Pro scoreboard is very easy. Simply follow the simple six-step set of instructions below and
you’ll soon be making beautiful envelopes in minutes!
Before you start, you’ll need to decide which size envelope you want to make, then cut the required envelope
blank to size according to the chart opposite.

1. Place your paper on the board
with the corner of the paper firmly
against the locator point and score
down the first indicated groove.

2. Rotate the paper 180 degrees
and score along the same line again.
Then score the remaining 2 corners
on the second indicated line.

3. Fold in the 2 outside corners
towards the centre.

4. Apply double sided tape along the
bottom edges of the flap as indicated in the picture.

5. Fold in the bottom flap of your
envelope and press down to secure
the tape.

6. To add the finishing touch, on
some of the sized envelopes you can
tuck the top flap in as shown.

To line your envelope
Once you’ve completed your card, then why not try adding the finishing touch with an envelope liner? A liner will
make your envelope look even more luxurious and expensive!
To get started, take a sheet of co-ordinating paper which is at least the same width as your envelope and long
enough to fill the desired space. Place your envelope over top of the paper and trace around it.

1. Cut around the lines, and then
trim an extra 2mm from each side.

2. Position your inner inside the
envelope to check for size.

3. If you are happy with the fit, then
remove the inner and apply tape to
your inner and position back in the
envelope.

Size chart
The chart below gives you the instructions you need to create standard size envelopes, such as C6, C5 and DL,
along with instructions for some more unusual envelope sizes!

Featured card: C6 envelope
to fit an A6 card (A4 folded into quarters)

A4 paper

21cm x 21cm

B&D

use lines

Featured card: C5 envelope

Use the diagram for reference
(not drawn to scale)

A3 paper

To create a sheet of paper 28cm
by 28cm, take a sheet of A3 paper
and cut two strips - 14 cm from the
bottom and 2 cm from the side.

2cm

to fit an A5 card (A4 folded in half)

9cm

28cm x 28cm

Paper size

use lines

D&E

Use the diagram for reference
(not drawn to scale)

14cm

Featured card: DL envelope

A3 paper

to fit an A6 card (A4 folded into quarters)

24.5cm x 24.5cm

use lines

B&E

5.5cm

Paper size

Paper size

To create a sheet of paper 21cm
by 21cm, take a sheet of A4 paper
and cut a strip 9 cm from the
bottom.

17.5cm

To create a sheet of paper 24.5cm
by 24.5cm, take a sheet of A3
paper and cut two strips - 17.5 cm
from the bottom and 5.5 cm from
the side.
Use the diagram for reference
(not drawn to scale)

5” square envelope

Mini-slim envelope

4” square envelope

Notelet envelope

to match 5” square card from the
Top Score multiboard

to match mini-slim card from the
Top Score multiboard

to match 4” square card from the
Top Score multiboard

to match notelet card from the
Top Score multiboard

Paper
size

21cm x 21cm

Paper
size

21cm x 21cm

Paper
size

17cm x 17cm

Paper
size

17cm x 17cm

Use lines

C&C

Use lines

B & D1

Use lines

B&B

A1 & C

Mini square envelope

Mini oblong envelope

ATC envelope

6” square envelope

Ideal for scrapbooking tags or for
mini notelets

Ideal for scrapbooking tags or for
mini notelets

To fit an ATC card

to match 6” square card from the
Top Score multiboard

Paper
size

10cm x 10cm

Paper
size

11cm x 11cm

Paper
size

12cm x 12cm

Use lines

Paper
size

24.5cm x 24.5cm

Use lines

A&A

Use lines

A & A1

Use lines

A & A1

D&D

Slimline envelope

7” x 5” envelope

7” x 4” envelope

6” x 3” envelope

To fit A5 folded in half lengthways
(7.5cm x 21cm)

To fit specialised cards

To fit specialised cards

To fit specialised cards

Paper
size

22.5cm x 22.5cm
Use lines

E & A1

Paper
size

24.5cm x 24.5cm
Use lines

D1 & C

Paper
size

24.5cm x 24.5cm
Use lines

E&C

Use lines

Paper
size

21cm x 21cm
Use lines

D1 & B

The perfect companion for

Perfect cards and boxes every time!
With the ability to make over 15 different
cards, and every shape and size box
imaginable, this really is a fantastic scoring
tool for crafters!
Just decide which size card you’d like to
make and look at the markings on the
scoreboard to determine the line you need.
Then take a piece of cardstock and place it
onto the board. Using a bone folder or the
provided tool, score along the desired line.
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